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Erratum 
Corrections to 
“A Completion Functor on Modules and Algebras” 
Communicated by Saunders Mac Laxe 
The article cited above [2] contains two errors. The first error was found 
by P. Griffith; the proof of P roposition 3.3 is incorrect in that it improperly 
uses Exercise 2, p. 104, of Cartan-Eilenberg (their functors of two variables, 
contravariant in one variable, covariant in the other, have variances opposite 
to Horn). A correct proof of the result is given by Griffith in his article 
“On the problem of intrinsically characterizing the functor Ext” which will 
appear in the Proceedings of the conference on abelian groups held in Rome 
in November, 1972. 
The second error was pointed out to me by J. J. Bode; the proof of Lemma 
4.3 is incorrect. Indeed, I suspect the first statement in it is false. M. M. Day 
has informed me that it is well-known that my assertion is false for general 
topological spaces: If Y is a family of subsets of a set X, closed under arbitrary 
intersections, then the least topology on X in which every set in Y is closed 
may have other closed sets than finite unions of sets in Y. For example, in 
the smallest topology on the line in which closed intervals are closed, the 
Cantor set is closed. However, I can give a proof of the second, more important 
half of Lemma 4.3. 
The notation of the paper is retained. Recall that if G is a module over a 
Dedekind domain, then Sp is the family of all submodules S of G for which 
G/S is reduced. The reduced topology on G is the smallest topology in which, 
for every S E Y, every coset of S is closed. 
We begin with an elementary observation (for whose simpler statement I 
am indebted to the referee). 
LEMMA. If H arzd T are subgroups of a group G, H C ur=, (gi + T), and 
(g,+T)nH# s,alli,then 
v  (gi + T) = H + T. 
Proof. Since (gi + T) n H f 0, there exist elements ti E T and hi E H 
with gi + t, = hi . Therefore, for each i, g,+T=h,+TCH+T, 
whence 
v(gi+ T)CH+ T. 
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For the reverse inclusion, assume x = h + t E H + T, Since 
hEHCU(gi+ T), 
there exists an element t’ E T and some i with il = gi + t’. Hence 
so that N + T C (J (gi + T). 
Here is the corrected version of Lemma 4.3 of [2]. 
LEM~ 4.3. If G has the reduced topology, then a subnwdale H of G is clmed 
$f HE 9, i.e., G/H is reduced. 
Proof. First note two properties of 9 whose proofs are given in the 
original article. 
(1) If  S, E 9, where 01 lies in some possibly infinite index set, then 
f-l.%~~. 
(2) IfG3H1~,whereS~Yand[H:S]<co,thenHE 9. 
Assume now that His a closed submodule of G, so that 
Since H C E, for each a, we have 
By Neumann’s lemma [2, Lemma 4.2(ii)], we may further assume 
jH:HnS,J<cr 
for all oii (to apply Neumann’s lemma, forget the module structures and only 
remember the group structures). For each a, define 
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note that D, E 9, by property (1). A little remark of PoincarC (the intersection 
of two subgroups of finite index also has finite index) gives 
[H: Hn Doll < co. (3) 




We continue simplifying the subsets E, . By (J), 
where there are only finitely many indices j, and each zzj E H n Sai . Hence 
yMi + (H n S.J = (j h, + xTj + (H n RI = U [wTj + (H n QJI, 
j j 
where wTj = yoli + .a$ . Thus 
H = u [JL, + (H n SJ] = u Lzu;~ + (H n D,]). 
2 i.j 
Define 
and note that H C E,‘. 
E,’ = u (w;~ + 0,) 
id 
We claim that H = na (H + 0,). Observe that 
the first equation is the definition of .wyj, the first inclusion follows from 
.z$ E H n S,, and D, C S,. , and the last inclusion follows from the definition 
of yai. . In su*mmary, we may conclude that 1 
HCE,‘CE,, all 01. (5) 
Using the lemma in the situation H C Ea’ (with T = D,), we obtain E,’ = 
H + Da , whence H + Da C E, , all 01. Taking intersections, 
HCn(H+Q)Cr)Em=H, 
OI a 
which establishes our claim. 
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We now know that H = na (H + D,). But H + D, E 9, by (4), and so 
HE 9, by property (1). This completes the proof. 
Recall fl, pi 311 that if Y is a family of subgroups of an abelian group 6, 
then the closed -Y-topology on G is the topology on G having ail cosets 
g + S (g E 6, S E -Y) as a subbase for closed sets. Of course, the reduced 
topology provides an example. The proof given above is really a proof of the 
following more general fact. 
COROLLARY. Let Y be a family of subgroups of G satisfying: 
(1) Y is closed under arbitrary intemection. 
(2) If  H is a subgroup of G and S E Y with [H: S] < co, then HE Y. 
Then a subgroup H of G is closed in the closed Y-topology i# H E 9’. 
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